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Renowned Disney Consultant Will Lecture at Cal-State
by Geni King

Walt Disney called him
"Professor Wonderful" but
throu^ his own immense con
tributions, Professor Julius
Sumner Miller, who carries his
name as astutely and renowned as
his incredible works, will present a
lecture demonstration at Cal State,
San Bernardino Monday, April
14th.
The brilliant T.V. physicist,
author, lecturer, teacher will
p-esent his program at 3 p.m. in
the Lecture Hall of the Physical
Sciences Building on campus. A
reception with Professor Miller
will follow in the patio.
Students from neighboring high
schools are being invited to attend.
The program also is open to all
other interested young people and
adults.
Professor Miller claims the
principal ingredients in the 2500
demonstrations he has put together
should be "intellectual excitement,
stirring the interests, arousing the
curiousity and firing up the
imagination."
Miller, one-time Carnegie Grant
Fellow at The Institute for Ad

vanced Studies-Princeton, worked
with Albert Einstein for many
years.
After the advent of Hitler, Miller
and Einstein corroborated in the
effort to smuggle scientists out of
early Nazi Germany, and was also
a civilian physicist with the Signal
Corps during World War II.
Educated at Boston University in
philosophy, mathmatics and
theoretical physics, Miller has also
studied in various leading
universities across the country.
Miller is an internationally
known authority on Demon
strations In Physics, and has been
written about in Readers Digest/
Science
Experience/Russian,
Police, and Arabid edtions of
America, and numerous other
popular magazines throughout the
world have carried Miller's im
portant works.
He has been a technical con
sultant on physics demonstrations
to industry, education and the
movie industry. Miller was a
consultant to Walt Disney on "The
Absent Minded Professor," "Son of
Flubber" and "The Million Dollar

Duck."
In addition to hundreds of
demonstrations on television and
to live audiences. Miller has been a
frequent guest on television talk
shows. He has appeared with Art
Linkletter, Groucho Marx, Jerry
Lewis, Steve Allen, Joey Bishop,
Mike Douglas, Dinah Shore, Dick
Cavett, and Johnny Carson. An
international traveler, Miller has
been seen and heard in numerous
countries throughout the world.
Miller's demonstration-lecture
at Cal State will be "totally
vigorous," commented Dr. Arlo
Harris, associate professor of
chemistry at the college, and close
friend of Professor Miller, who will
assist the .visitor with his
presentation. It will be oriented
toward person of ail ages, interest
and backgrounds.
Professor Miller's appearance at
Cal State was arranged by Dr.
Harris and is being sponsored by
the campus Committee on
Distinguished Lecturers and Ar
tists.
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New Program of Outdoor Activities and Outings
Planned for Cal-State Students
A new program of outdoor ac
tivities and outings, designed for
both the beginner and the ex
perienced person, has been started
at CalState.
The purpose of "Escape '75" is to
F»-ovide C.S.C.S.B. students with
the o)HX>rtunity to learn about, and
discover California's outdoors
while participating in leisure time
activities.
An attempt will be made to
create an informal atmosphere
which will enable students to make
new acquaintances, exchange
ideas, and develop personal
awareness.
The objective is freedom,
freedom to,do, to see, to wonder,
and freedom to create.
The outing leaders are volun
teers and fees are charged to cover
only costs of transportation, food
and special equipment.
The best way to become familiar
with the program is to go on an
outing and partic^ate.
Suggestions for future outings
from students are encouraged and
the facilities and equipment are
avilable to all students.
GENERAL INFORMATION
— Transportation arrangements
for each outing will be the
responsibility of the individuals
signing up for the trips. However,
whenever possible, an effort will be
made to form carpools.
— Several outings will require a
ix'e-trip meeting. You will be
notified about such a meeting when
you sign up for the outing.
— Priority will be given to
students of Cal-State. Faculty,
staff will be permitted to par
ticipate if there is space available.
— All outings are on a first come.

first serve basis.
— All costs for an outing must be
paid by the reservation deadline.
No refimds will be given after the
reservation deadline.
The following outdoor recreation
equipment is available for your use
at the P.E. Equipment Room:
Fishing poles, camping stoves,
backpacking stoves, backpacking
tents, lanterns, backpacks, and
rescue equipment.
If you have any questions
regarding "ESCAPE '75", feel free
to contact Richard Bennecke,
Student Services Room 143 or Joe
Long, P.E. Dept. Room 124.

BACKPACKING - April 26 and 27
This will be a short trip to Vivian
Creek Trail Camp.
Once camp is set up, there will be
ample timefor hiking, exploring or
rest and relaxation.
Limit: 13 people
Cost: $3.00 per person (for food
and cooking gas)
Registration Deadline: April 23
Outing Coord.; Joe Long P.E.,
Room 124

SAILING - May 3 and 4
For the novice as well as the
experienced sailor.
Spend one full day at sea en
joying an activity that is as old as
The following Activities have been
mankind.
planned to kick off 'Escape 75'.
Limit: 5 people per day
Cost: $2.00 per day (bring your
SAILING - AprU 12 and 13
own food)
For the novice as well as the
Registration Deadline: April 29
experienced sailor. Spend one full
Outing (^ord.: Richard Ben
day at sea enjoying an activity that necke Activities, SS-143
is as old as mankind.
Limit: 5 people per day
HORSEBACK RIDING - May 10
Cost: $2.00 per day (bring your
Enjoy two full hours of seeing the
own food)
beauti^l San Bernardino moun
Registration Deadline: April 10 tains by horseback.
Outing Coonl.: Richard Ben The horses are gentle so you
necke Activities, SS-143
heed not be an experienced rider to
enjoy this experience.
OLD FASHION HAYRIDE
Limit: 30 people
April 19
Cost: $6.00 per person )includes
Enjoy a beautiful spring saddle)
vacation in San Bernardino par Registration Deadline: May 5
ticipating in an old fashion
Outing Coord.: Richard Ben
hayride.
necke Activities, SS-143
A gormet dinner of wieners and
chips will be irovided for the RIVER RATS III - May 16,17 &
hungry adventurers.
18
Limit: 35 people
Spend two days water skiing,
Cost: $2.25 per person (includes fishing & swimming at the scenic
beverage & food)
Ritz Resort on the Colorado River.
Outing Coord.: Richard Ben
necke Activities, SS-143
continued on page 8

Paw Print Photo by Keith Legerat
Do you want to get your body back in shape? Weight lifting is only one of
many body conditioning programs offered by the Cal-State P.E. Dept. For
additional sports news please turn to pages 4 & 5.

Join the PawPrint Staff
and Become a B.P.O.C.
page 2
Is Julie Andrews Really
Linda Lovelace in Disguise?
page 7
Applica tions A va ila ble
for A.S.B. Elections
pa.ge 8
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Welcome Back And All That Jazz

DSSJiSD'E®

It's time for the editorial that welcomes back all of
you students to the exciting and emotionally
stimulating Cal-State campus. Instead of telling you
about all of the great events planned for you by your
enterprising A.S.B. leaders to suppress your over
powering lonliness on the vast C.S.C.S.B. facilities,
here are a few ideas to help you make new friends,
and become a B.P.O.C. (Big Person On Campus).
For beginners why don't ypu come by the PawPrint
office sometime during the next couple of days when
you have a break between classes and say hi to the
PawPrint gang. All of us on the staff are basically
very friendly, we won't bite hard, and we would very
much like to make 3,500 new friends this quarter.
We'll treat you to an absolutely free cup of coffee and
even a stale donut. And while you're enjoying your
There is another way to meet people on this
free cup of coffee we will very ingeniously
manipulate you into writing for your student campus and that is to get involved with A.S.B.
newspaper.
government. Elections are going to be held this
spring
for president, vice-president, and other
If you would prefer to make up your own mind
A.S.B.,
class, and senate offices. Usually only a
before your visit, here are a few of the many and
handful of people run for these offices so your
various positions opened on the PawPrint staff.
We desperately need someone who has the ap chances of winning a seat are almost guaranteed
propriate skills to become the Business Manager of before you run. If you desire more information on the
the PawPrint. The Business Manager works on a requirements for running for office, contact the
commission basis as he or she receives a 20 percent Activities office at 887-7409.
commission on each ad that he or she obtains for the
PawPrint. Also the business manager would be
responsible for generating new sources of economic
income and correspondence with potential ad
vertisers. Besides the commission there are other
invaluable benefits such as your very own desk,
typewriter, file cabinet drawer and business cards
with your name embossed in raised letters.
We have got to get more coverage of events and Dear Editor:
I remember the issues that
activities going on at this campus. There is no point of I just read the derogatory article Nancy Saunders, Jonie Weiser and
by Dean T. Jackson "BUSH- Tony Weathers used to put out.
planning exciting things if they get left out or WACKER."
I am enraged, insulted
inadequately dealt with and only 3 people show up as and ashamed. I do not understand They contained none of the campus
nonsense that &e Pawprint has
a result. The way to get coverage of events is to have how Mr. Jackson, as a Black male, been
carrying this year. Those
reporters available who can be assigned to cover and could represent the Black race in editors were creative in every
such
an
unfavorable
and
degrading
report on happenings.
sense of the word. When they
Mr. Jackson is guilty of
wanted to express a heavy
Reporters happen to be one breed of vertical bipeds situation.
reenforcing the white society's
we always come up short on. At present we still need stereotype roles they place us motional feeling they were not
to do so even if it took ten
someone to cover the A.S.B. weekly senate meetings, in...dumb, sexual deviates, lazy, afraid
thousand dirty words to do it. They
someone who can clearly report what happens at etc.
were also concerned with social
those get togethers. We need another sports reporter I also noticed that this article ills. They were always printing
was given a lot of space, probably
stories about how the minorities
or two, someone who is heavily into sports would be because
it was derogatory and
were getting ripped off, how the
the ideal person to fill this slot.
written by an ignorant Black man. government was slowly taking
Photographers are always welcome on the staff. During Black History Week, Black away our hard earned rights, and
Staff photographers have access to the fully equipped Student Union had several how one could transcend the
PawPrint darkroom which is great for developing educational seminars and events bullshit reality that is ever-present
on campus, plus a very intelligent
those photos that PhotoMat sent back to you un lady from UCR. Thse events were around us.
I ha^^en to be a Business major
developed.
given no publicity at all.
and I know very little about the
We would tike to include more clever cartoons and I say this is a planned conspiracy newspaper business but I know for
drawings in the paper, but most of us are writers, not and Mr. Jackson fell r^t in place. a fa<k that you do have a very
to you Mr. Jackson, you should
unusual combination of students on
drawers. If you can change a piece of blank paper And
be tarred and feathered Brother, this campus and instead of trying
and some ink into a relevant, easy to understand, you have really done us an in
please all of them why don't you
meaningful graphic, then you're the person we need. justice of which there is no to
m^e the paper relevant to a fow
A weekly comic, depicting the trials and tribulations forgiveness. You have just crossed and say to heck with the rest?
of Ms. Average College Student, would be most over the line and I hope you find
liie best thing about that issue
your new found status on campus
were the pictures on the second
welcomed.
with "THEM" rewarding.
page. They say that a picture says
There are mainly great things that go along with
Mrs. Carolyn A. Perkins a thousand words so that page
being a member of the PawPrint staff. You can tell
must contain 9000 words. Norm
all of your friends that you're a newspaper reporter,
Caouette expressed my feeling
you can hang out in the office and smoke cigarettes
exactly about Student Services.
Mary Doran and Daniel Lewis
and drink coffee and act cool, you can instill fear in Dear Editor:
your instructor's heart when you let him or her know I really want to tell you how would get my vote for a Pulitzer
prize for their excellent poetry.
you're a reporter, you can send copies of the much I enjoyed that issue you put Keith Legerat has a most unusual
out at the end of last quarter
PawPrint to your Aunt Zelda in Indiana with a big (March 4th). I was beginning to skill for taking pictures, as he
takes simple still life scenes and
red circle around your name in the staff box.
think that the Pawixint staff was
We want to establish a 'Help' type column like the just playing lip service to all of the turns them into works of art that
one in the 'Sun-Telegram' but we will need a couple of special interest groups on this would make Da Vince want to go
back to art school. And to Mr. Dean
by printing all that boring
investigative reporters who can run down problems campus
T. Jackson all I can say is that my
campus news. Well now I see that
and pry information out of tight lip administrators. you people do have a mind of your husband works nights and I'll leave
We have been offered help with this column by the own and are not afraid to print my phone number with the
Admissions and Records office. So if you have some anything because of fear of Pawixint staff.
Ttuuiks for hearing me out and I
question that you want answered or an on campus negative repercussions. I've been hope to see more creative issues in
to Cal-State now for more
problem that needs solving, let us know as we hope to going
die future.
than three years ana mat issue has
start the column next week.
Rachel Ciabattini
to be one of the best ones the
So if you have read this far and are interested in students of this campus have ever
any or all of the above, come over to the PawPrint's put together.
half of the A.S.B. trailer any weekday or cdir887-7497.
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Dear Editor

I am taking this opportunity to
express my views regarding a
subject that has been bothering me
for a px'olonged amount of time.
The subject I am referring to, is
the state of affairs that exist in
conjunction with the P.E. facilities
of this college.
Cal. State San Bernardino has, in
my opinion one of the best physical
plants regarding facilities, and
equipment. The school provides
equipment for just about any
major and minor sport. Yet the
facilities are not being properly
utilized. Why, and who is to blame?
The P.E. Staff of the college, in my
opinion can no way be held
responsible.
They
are
professionals doing their jobs
within the limited constraints of a
budget that is totally inadequate
for a school of our size. Over the
past years, I have witnessed a
marked decline in the services
offered to the student body. It is no
longer possible to swim during
certain periods of the year. The
check-out room is now operated on
a limited basis, equipment is
available only at certain times and
on certain days.
Perhaps the greatest problem
that exists in regard to ^e P.E.
facilities is the MISUSE 4 of the
facilities by individuals that don't
attend the college. It is extremely
frustrating not to be able to play
racquetball or handball, because
the courts are Riled with people
who have no business using them. I
have personally been bodily
threatened on two or three occassions when I tried to evict in
dividuals that don't belong. It is
difficult for me to understandwhy
on Saturdays I am imable to play
on the glass backboards because
non-college people have destroyed
the rims on several (xevious occassions.
The solutions to these problems
are not simple ones, I realize that.
However, I propose that the ad
ministrators of this institution take
a long hard look at how the P.E.
facilities are being inai^roixiately
used. Changes in the allocation of
funds, which would funnel more
money into the various P.E.
ixograms would be a step in the
right direction. Also, we as
students must take an active role
in policing our own facilities.
The students of this institution
need to make their voices heard.
Our message should be directed to
the authorities in the ad
ministrative circles of this college.
Change is needed, the time
necessitates this change is now.
The P.E. facilities of this college
were built and funded to serve the
needs of the student body. At this
point in time I seriously question
the ability of the system to ensure
this need.
Re^ctfully,
' Barry Kayrell
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Veteran's Corner Or Veterans Cornered
by

Hank

White

Extracting himself from bet^ assistance from VA at a rate of up
The king, Malechauvinist, was so
ween the steering wheel and the to $60 a month with a maximum
pleased with tius gallent kni^t
windshield, Pusill speaks, "That's $720. See Vet Affairs for details." that he made the kinght the
not from ram clouds or even heavy "You've solved my problems," Champion of the Land, and so
A dusty cloud, a bumt-out chevy
with the speed of a residents fog. Vapid baby. I think this a job exclaimed the vet, pumping the stroked his sword to the knight's
shoulder making it so. "Now brave
zone, and a hearty "Watch out for (Sound of Trumpets) the hands of Vapid and Pusill.
"Now that I've done my duty," knight," the king said, "What shaU
World, no brakes!" the Masked Masked Marble!"
Realizing the truth of his com- blushed our hero, "I think I'll go they name be so that our songsters
Marble is stalled again.
has
Return with us now to those panion's statement. Vapid Nar- see the Vet Rep and be certified for may sing your fame. Sir
thrilling days of tomorrow, when whall rapidly changes in a nearby a second BA so I can use the nine- sav^ the day they shall say. Come
month extention."
the law of the Red-Tape rules the information booth.
now brave Sir, speak thy name."
After returning to the booth to
At this the vet exclaims. "But
"Shirley is my name."
land and strong men weep as only
The king said: "What is this? No
indirect action wins the day. And switch his roughouts over to the you can't. According to Public Law
the greatest day winner was, with correct feet, the Masked Marble 93-508 an additional nine months man living should be given a name
his
faithful
companion and Pusillanimity follow the path educational benefits are provided like that. Sir Shirley and Shirley it
Pusillanimity Recreant, the rf the flash flood upstream to it's to those pursuing an un- should be." At that instance, it was
Masked Marble himself. Vapid origin, just north of the Physical dergraduate degree, but this discovered that the h^o, ChamElducation building, where they benefit is not extended to those who ixon of the Land; was a woman.
Narwhal.
As our story begins. Vapid and find a Vietnam Era Vet trying to have already received a BA or The king turning rabid yelled:
'A
Pusillanimity are examining their commit suicide by putting his head BS.'
"Out Out Out, of this land.'
Standing at the edge of the field,
So brave Shirley, hero, Chamlife-less auto, wondering why that in a gopher hold and doing a backPusill says, "I think he's going to ixon of the Land, rode out of the
marvelous new lead-free gas isn't Hip.
Each grabbing an ankle and try to kill himself" as the Masked land, missing out on all the benefits
working in their '53 Impala.
Suddenly Pusill (I wouldn't dare pulling, thereby aiding the gopher kforble runs screaming around in other Champions of her time
received, such as sitting at the
use a shorter abbreviation) sees a who was pushing from below, the circles.
"Who was that mased nut triangle table, 10 squires. Knight's
flash flood rolling between the Masked Marble and Pusill quickly
anyway?" asks the vet, cautiously Basic Allowance for Castle
Biological and Physical Science exposed the vet.
"Did you cause loose water?" observing the silver and copper Maintenance and a permanent
building, threatening to engulf
asked Pusill.
sandwiched catseye he had been crest honoring her name. Yet,
them.
"Yes," replied the vet, "I was given.
desinte the king, the songsters still
Realizing the need for im
And as the sun sets slowly over sung of Shirley's fame and her
mediate action, Pusill jumps crying up a storm, trying to drown
behind the wheel and turns the in a river of tears." Then, saving the tennis courts, the long shadow reputation and gjory grew until the
ignition which ^ites our hero, the an additional three lines of of the Masked Marble, with his king was forced to admit he was
Masked Marble, who was dialogue, the vet added "And I'll head in the gopher hole tiying to do wrong and he re-admitted Shirley
a backflip, is thrown across into his land and gave her the full
diligently attempting to see if he tell you why."
"Please do," said Vapid, who campus to merge with the cars benefits a Champion deserves.
could hand-tighten the cable on the
jockying desperately for a parking
The moral there is many.
starter. The horseless carriage liked additional dialogue.
"First my VA check is late and spot behind the library.
However, if you're a Sir Shirley
still refusing to start, our central
"Hi-ho, gopher, quit interfering, who served in the Navy or Marine
characters would have been swept when I asked the Vet Rep, all he
away and smashed against the said was that I was on the checklist dam it! Stop pushing and let me Corp prior to 13 September, 1973;
alone. Go away, gopher
" were married, living in non
ramparts of the Administration for cycle 6."
Rapidly checking his Vet Rep
government housing, and did not
building had not Vapid masterfully
receive housing allowance, you
entangled his hand in the spark Jargon Dictionary, Marble replies,
may be eligible write a letter to the
plug wires, which pulled loose and "There are 10 pay cycles a month.
Navy-Marine Finance Center, (as
left him dangling by a single Cycle 6 means a check will arrive
Who Was That
aK)roximately 19 April. Does that
aii^roiriate).
cylinder.
ni^e you feel better?"
With this letter you should in
Masked Man ?
More Letters To the Editor
"It helps," said the vet, "But I
clude some relevant data, such as
also had an additional dependent
copies of marria^ certificates,
Dear Editor:
Once upon a time, it was a dark orders, husbands name, a
Dear Editor:
l^st November and I forgot to
I want to know just what you
Ferhaps it is my age! I thought
anybody. Think of all the back and slee^ess night in the land of statement that government
guys tiiink you are doing with my
Hostilities, a unknown rode into the quarters were not used during the
>11p0p fitiir1pnt«
wprp arliiltQ
an/l
a
P®y I've lost."
College
students
were
adults
and
a
student body fees. I'm referring to
"No sweat, vet," retorts the land. The king who ruled there and period you are claiming, and
little
above
average
in
intellect
that last issue you put out last
Masked Affairs office and com his warriors were heavily engaged specific periods for which you are
quarter (March 4th). I understand (I'm only a High School Graduate). plete a VA Form 21-686c in battle. A losing battle at tiiat.
claiming BAQ.
At least that is what I thought when
that you get somewhere in the
Address the letter to either:
younger. But I must be wrong! Declaration of Marital Status with The fearless knight realizing the
neighborhood of $6000 of student Some are still "children" perhaps a copy of your new dependent's situation charged down from a hill Navy Center, New Federal Office
body fees to pay for printing cost 3 or 4 years old when they will birth certificate. If this claim is wiping out 50 or so enemy fiends Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio 44199 or
and salaries. In my opinion you perform before a camera as those filed within one year of the child's along the way, regrouped the Marine Corp Finances, 1500 E.
might just as well take ^at money 'boys" in the Pawprint did on page birth, VA will pay you for the king's men and pushed the ad Bannister, Kansas City, MO.,
and bum it than waste it on that 2. (March 4, 1975). And wouldn't it additional dependent retroactive to versaries from the land.
64197.
trash that was printed in that issue. be like a fresh breath of mountain
date of birth."
I talked to someone on the staff, air if all 4-letter words were Breaking into a new flood of
A N N O U N C E M E N T
a John Whitehead or somebody, destroyed & words with beauty ^ars, the vet pours out (pardon the
and he told me that it was a would take thair place. Such words
"But it's worse than that! I
creative issue. What do you think is asgrace,joy,love(God'slove)etc. ^li^nked
my
co-educational
'
WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY
'
so creative about a woman who has instead of the ones Mary Eloran recreation course! Now VA will
a Godless lust for an unnatural sex used in her poem. Yes, I know life
back all my money for the
act? What do you think is so gets pretty disgusting at times &
quarter!"
creative about an exhibitionist makes one want to use strong
throws in Pusill. "If
OF ORANGE COUNTY
exposing his backside? What do language — but afterward, does
do not complete a course
C
A
L
I
F
O
R
N
IA'S LARGEST LAW SCHOOL
you think is so creative about one feel better? I think not.
satisfactorUy you are not charged
poetry that makes up for lack of
FULLY
ACCREDITED
BY THE COMMIUEE OF BAR
Sincerely,
overpayment. And you
EXAMINERS OF THE STATE BAR OP CALIFORNIA
relative comment by the xise of
Betty Gregary
retake the course and receive
filthy language? What do you think P.S. I had been enjoying the P33'nient for it again. Not only that,
OFFERS A CHOICE OF FOUR
is so creative about a bunch of out- Pawi^int up to this issue.
^
having problems with a
PROGRAMS OF LAW STUDY;
of-focus pictures of everyday
class,, you may receive tutorial
IN EITHER 7Vi or 3 YEARS of FULL-TIME law study
sights? What do you think is so
(15-16 classroom hours per week), or
creative about a bunch of nothing
IN EITHER SVs or 4 YEARS of PART-TIME day, evening,
about rock and roll?
or weekend law study (3 classes per week, 3-4 hours
You guys were doing a pretty
per class),
»UpfT nWilw
7ood job so far until that issue
IMMMM
SM*
•»
IM
rtMMfM
You
can earn your JURIS DOCTOR (J.D.) degree and
:ame out. Sure I understand that
become eligible to take the CALIFORNIA BAR EXAMINA
you have a problem getting people
Mutmy listititi rf Fmvi Stiiiis
TION.
to write for you, but good lord, if
An
jndtpandant
IthwaJ
•m
«pll«oa
and
gr«dMtt
Kheol
granting
B.A
.
M
A.
O*WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
you can't turn out anything better
graM; Tptdting Cradwrfi*)*; CwtiflcctM in Trantlalion «nd Int«rprat4tton. Accraditsd
Dept. SO
than that junk, well just close up
by Hm WMlm AnoeiMion of Sehoolt 4nd CoHagn. C4Ufemi4 StaM So4rd of
EdMcalion. VaMfwii Apprarad
shop completely, and go study
1111 North State College Blvd.
computer maintenance.
Fullerton, CA 92631
Now just so you won't think that
vou are going to get away with my
(••Mi 444 iaaad
(Coordinate Campus,
financial support of a dirty paper
Provisionally
Accredited,
again, I'm going to be at the next
This we^'s column has been
extended immensely because the
paper hasn't been out in quite
awhile. I'd like to thank the
PawiM'int for giving us the space. I
don't know if, after reading our
articles, they will allow us to write
again-but that's a different matter.
Here I sit with no trusty pocket
dictionary to aid me, wondering
exactly what I'm going to write,
slightly irrated at Painter's (the
Vet Rep) little sign he stuck on my
desk, which reads: "You can be
replaced and frequently have."
Which by the way, is covered by his
&iger prints from the candy that's
not sui^sed to melt in your hands.
Speaking of Painter, I had to
drag him out forcibly from his
closet to help me to do this week's
column. I actually found him
lurking in the trash can, behind
his desk, sucking on a discarded
lollipop, muttering something
about ^e darn telephone ringing
all the time. After foaming around
the mouth and throwing a couple of
banana peels and a tempertantrum, he finally came down
from the ceiling and agreed.
Poor Painter, he has an in
feriority complex from all you
veterans yelling at him about the
VA. You (tften find him banging his
head on the wall screaming: "Why
Me-Nobody Likes Me." All I can
say to that is by the way, do you
know, Vet Rep's normally have a
short life span or are often ad
mitted into asylums after two
years work.
So anyway, lets get on with the
show-featuring the Masked Man
and the Silver Bullet and what
other junk we can throw in.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN WE,
KEMO SABE?

COLLEIX OF LAW

Publication's Board meeting
demanding, not asking, your
immediate removal from the
position you take so lightly. And If I
have no luck there, 1 will per
sonally gather the 1000 signatures
necessary to remove you from the
Pawprint editorship.

/ ''

'

. Herman R. Hostetter

at 1333 Front St.
San Diego, CA 92101)

FALL SEMESTER BEGINS AUGUST 28, 1975
ANN M. THURBER WILL BE VISITING GAL. STATE
SAN BERNADINO, APRIL 14, 3:00-5: 00"p.m.
SEE PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR DETAILS.

ALL PROGRAMS ALSO START IN JANUARY T976

STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOB FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOANS
I

APPROVED FOR VETERANS

I
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CAL STATE SPORTS
Greg Price led the powerful Dip "Gunner" given and "Chucker"
Sticks to their first undefeated Finn gunned and chucked for 18
season in history as they crushed and 12 points to lead the W.C.J.V.
the winless Outsiders 63-24. The Jim Reilly scored 14 and Brother
Sticks will now face the Beefers in Bob tied Gordy Miller (10 each)for
the opening round of "B" Division the Beefers. Who Cares took the
playcrffs. Price, who scored 24 team hatchetman award with 84
points, (matching the Outsiders fouls, while the Beefers, who were
total), hit 10 out of 12 from the supposed to be the baddest,
charity line. He was supported by finished a distant fourth.
Wednesday "B"
Dave Decker (15) and "Zelmo"
League
Blackey, who had eleven. "Wind
Final Standings: W L GB F
mill" Bob Stein held off a late5 0 — 71
season challenge by Beefer Gordon Dip Sticks
4 1 1 63
MUler to snare Hatchetman honors Mother Truckers
3 2 2 84
by a count of 18-16. Miller played in Who Cares, J.V.
2 3 3 66
one less game, however, and had Beefers
1 4 4 64
the highest average, 4.0 per game. Second Coming
0 5 5 74
The Outsiders will end their season Outsiders
Women's Basketball
by playing a consolation game
Thrills, chills & spills were
against the Second Coming.
John Nagel's Mother Truckers prevalent as the Who Cares varsity
had^their hands full for awhile, but finished the 1975 season with a
finally managed to delay the perfect record (2-0), crushing the
second coming 64-40, thereby Jockettes 20-6 in the championship
sewing up the number two spot in game. W.C. raced to a 16-2 halftime
Wednesday's
"B"
league. lead, thanks to some hot shooting
'Dollar" Bill Petersen of the by Christie Beaudin. Beaudin toot
Coming could not be stopped, as he game scoring honors with 8 points,
scored 25 points to take game foUowed by player-coach Diane
honors and ^e league scoring title. Bloecker, who canned 6. For the
It was a team effort all the way for defending champion Jockettes, it is
the Truckers, and their defense, "wait until next year." With any
sparked 15y Ernie Chabitini, was luck at all, they would have been in
just awesome. Nagel and Steve the game, but such was not their
Hesse paced the Trucker scoring fate. Numerous shot attempts
with 14 points apiece. Nagel's boys came very close but refused to fall

Ba^etball Wrap-up
"A" Division

The top-ranked stretchers
overcame some internal problems
involving personnel and hung on to
defeat the family 59-50 for the "A"
championship. Stretcher Tom
Martinez had a season high of 21
points and league M.V.P. J.C.
Wright added 16. Big A1 Graham
thoroughly stifled the family's
inside game and controlled die
boards at both ends of the court.
Jim Logan and Rich Alio led the
Family, with 15 and 10 points
respectively. Family-man Rich
Price inadvertantly scored 2 for
the Stretchers. In an earlier game,
the Family eliminated the High
Rollers from idayoff competition
75-43. Killer A1 Laragione tallied 26
points for the Family, supported by
Jim Logan (17) and Rich Price
(16). Terry Embry (13) and Willie
Hamilton (10) were tops for the
High Rollers.

Friday League:
M.V.P.-Stan KMeman/ Derelicts

Offense
F-Rich Adams, Headhunters
F-Stan Kielman, Derelicts
GTim Learned, Aztecs
GJim Cassidy, Derelicts
GBen Sinsay, Warriors
Defense
F-Dave King, Headhunters
F -Stan Kielman, Derelicts
GLuis Castillo, Warriors
G-Greg Guthrie, Headhunters
G-Jim Cassidy, Derelicts
People's choice:
Alton Lloyd, Derelicts

Howell, who scored 197. Howard
Ledbetter (137) took third, with
Steve Waterbury (115) finishing
fourth. The Cal State record is 262,
established in 1966 by George
"Robin Hood" Weiny. Waterbury,
who is no threat to William Tell,
brought the crowd to its feet when
he finally hit the target.
Valleyball

The "Turkeys" swept through
the 3-person volleyball tournament
with a record of 3-0. Chris
Grengell, (Turkey No. 1) and Greg
Price (Turkey No. 3) overwhelmed
their opponents with a devastating
Hearts
"dink" attack. Turkey No. 2 (Judi
Bruce Barnes sustained the Owen) bewildered the opposition
rumor that he had less heart(s) by talking and playing at the same
than anyone by winning the Hearts time. The "Lost Cause" was
tournament with an average of 61.5 second (2-1) only because Bob
in the two-game finals. Anne Sweet and Kathy Pierce prevented
Gwinnette was second with a 67 their teammates. Rick Plein & J.C.
average. Jim Cassidy was third Wright from living down to the
and Brad McDuffee was fourth. team name. The other two teams

"A" League All-stars

M.V.P.-J.C. Wright
Offense
F-Willie Hamilton, High RoUers
F-Tom Martinez, Stretchers
C-Steve Ramirez, Family
GJim Logan, Family
GAl Laragione, Family
Defense
F-Al Graham, Stretchers
R-Rich Price, Family
C-Steve Ramirez, Family
GDan Ochoa, Stretchers
GTerry Embry, High Rollers
"B" League

should get by their first two playoff
OH)onents, (Who Cares, J,V., and
the Headhunters) forcing another
showdown with the Dip Sticks, who
administered their only defeat of
the season.
In a battle for third place, the
Who Cares, J.V. overcame a 4point halftime deficit to outlast the
Beefers 41-34. The game was close
all the way with neither team able
to build a substantial lead. Even
the presence of two candidates for
"The People's Choice" (Korn and
Bob Reilly) was not enough to
inspire their respective teams.

"p^rrt
C(/r/
Oomq-SACM
JLTP
iMn. HtM*

After seven years of frustration.
Bob Blackey and his faculty
cohorts have finally won a major
championship. The powerful Dip
Sticks refused to crack under
fM*essure applied by the talented
Headhunters and their boisterous
fans. With three minutes left in the
game, the Sticks were finally able
to pull away, opening up a small
lead which they expanded to ten
points at the buzzer. Final score 48through the net. Both teams played 38. M.V.P. Greg Price dumped in
well, however, before a large, 25 for the Sticks and Walt Hawkins
added 10. The other starters. Stein,
enthusiastic crowd.
Blackey and Decker combined for
All-Stars
3 (Three!) Mitch Mandel kept the
M.V.P.
Hunters in the game, hitting for 14
1st Team
F-Debbie Goerner, Who Cares
points. Gene Perkins and Dave
King had 8 apiece for the Hunters.
F-Christie Beaudin, Who Cares
In an informal conversion,
C-Anniette Lewis, Jockettes
immediately after the bitterlyG-Diane Bloecker, Who Cares
G-Cathy Jackson, Who Cares
contested game, Headhunter King
2nd Team
was quoted as saying, "Thank you
F-Barbara Rakow, Jockettes
for setting up the league" to the
F-Dieana Simmons, Jockettes
intramural coordinator. When an
C-Tracy Larter, Who Cares
individual who has jiist lost a
G-Mary Schanback, Jockettes
championship game has the
G-Gretchen Stangl, Jockettes
composure and thoughtfulness to
make such a statement, it
illustrates how one can keep
competition in jM-oper perspective
while participating in vigorous
physical activity and that is one of
the objectives of the intramural
ix-ogram.

EVENT

Softball
Jun^e Ball (Co-Ed)
Chess
Tennis Doubles (Co-Ed)
Racquetball
Swim Meet+
Horseshoes+
Hole-in-One+
Archery+
Water Basketball
Golf
Novelty Relay
(Bicycle, Tricycle
Skates & Wagon)
Recreation Night
Extramural Sports Day
(Co-Ed)
+Part of "F ireball '75" - CSCSB
l^ing Festival

Bruce had the low game (22) and
the high game (121) belonged to
Jim Cassidy. Ann Gwinette was the
only player to "shoot the moon".
Table Tennis

Tony Brown came out victorious
in the table tennis tournament by
defeating Dave Wilbur and Dave
Park convincingly. Tony was
prepared to take
on all
challengers but no one else stepped
forward.
SPORTS SHORTS
INTRAMURAL RESULTS
Archery

Charles "Straight-Arrow" Yates
won the C.S.C.S.B. archery contest
last quarter with a score of 220.
Yates tallied 126 at 20 yards and 94
at 30 yards, shooting four ends at
each distance. Runner-up was Dan

CSCSB INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE SPRING 1975
Day(s)
Tentative
Time
Location

Mon & Fri.
Wed.
TBA
TBA
TBA
Sunday
Sat & Sun.
Sat. & Sun.
Sat. & Sun.
Tuesday
Friday
Mondays
Saturday

3-6 p.m.
3-5 p.m.
Evenings
TBA
TBA
3 p.m.
10-5 & 1-4
10^ & 1-4
10« & 1-4
3-5 p.m.
Afternoon
2 p.m.

6-9 p.m.
8 a.m. 8 6 p.m.

Fields
Big Gym
S.S. Building
Courts
Pool
No. of P.E. Bldg.
East of P.E. Bldg.
East of P.E. Bldg.
Pool
S.B. Public
P.E. Area

were the "Purple People Eaters,"
(1-2) led by Kay Williams & Bruce
Hammerstein. and the "Who
Knows", who finished at 0-3. The
"Who Knows" record reflects the
possibility that they did not.
FINAL STANDINGS
Friday "B" League
Team
W
L GB

Headhunters
^relicts
Aztecs
Warriors
Team

F

0—^3
3
-3 65
4
-4-73
5
-5 78

Friday "A" League
yy
l

Stretchers
Family
High Rollers

Sign-up Dates

6
3
2
1
4
2
g

Starting
Date

March 26-April 11
March 26-April 14
March 26-April 9
March 26-April 11
April 7-AprU 18
April 21-May 2
C^n
C^n
C^n
April 21-May 5
C^n
Open

April 14
April 16
April 10
April 14
April 21
May 4
May 3 &
May 3 &
May 3 &
May 6
May 23
June 6

Open
To Be Selected

March 31
A^ril 19

0
2
4

GB

~
2
^
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THE VINYL SHORTAGE
By John Woodhouse
"Silk Torpedo"
Pretty Things
Swan Song

prize as the most infectious cut if
the two albums were compared
side by side.
"Put It Where You Want It"
contains a general mix of get-up
boogeying numbers like 'how can
you go home,', 'T.L.C.', and the
knock-out title track which glides
smoothly for 5 steaming minutes,
and slower takes like 'Twilight
Zone' which are brimming full of
perfect
super-tight
in
strumentation. The first time I
ever heard this album I decided
that were a.) black and b.) very
hot, which has to be a pretty good
compliment for a bunch of white
guys from Scotland! They are not
playing at a soul band, they are a
soul band. Yes, blue men can
really sing the whites.

In the mid-60's, the group who
produced the most consternation
amongst the suburban middle
'
of Britain was the non-Pretty
Things. They were the ugliest,
dirtiest, and most degenerate of
the new breed of "we ain't gonna
wear suits." R and B brigade.
Compared to the Things, the Stones
were smart and had ^ort hair:
1 remember that in 1964, Phil May,
'fee lead singer, had hair down to
j his waist! Apart from their strange
' coiffure, they also became known
for some fine Rhythmn and Blues
hits, like 'Rosalyn' and Don't Bring
Me Down.' Somehow, a few years
later, with the general demise of
amilar bands like the Yardbirds
and the Animals, the Pretties
collapsed into oblivion, re
surfacing every now and again to
produce classic albums which
received enthusiastic critical
acclaim and little else. Now ten
years later, they are signed to Led
Zep's new label, and "Silk Tor' pedo" is their latest offering.
The album will be quite a shock
to those whose memories of them
still linger in the 60's — this ain't no
revival show, but 70's music
through and through. Sounding on
accasion a little like Robert Plant,
Phil May still sings as strong as
ever, belting out hot rockers like
'Joey' and 'Come Home Momma.'
Th this gilt edge, they have added
some deft harmonizing which must
alter the band's heavier image.
Not content to plow only one groove
_ hard-core heavy metal, always
.executed with entertaining dex- lerity, I should add — they branch
-|out along many interesting
• directions. Their harmonizing is
OTiployed to full effect on 'Atlanta,'
a laidback tribute to this city which
1 captures some of the mysterious
I mood of modern Southern music. A
soft jazz instrumental titled
' 'L.A.N.T.A.' is even fished out of
ilieir iiiaiiic bag.
Although much of their material
, fi enigmatic, they take a dive into
! the political arena with the track,
•Belfast Cowboys,' a brief attempt
at widening the debate on the
"troubles" in N. Ireland. The war
poetry which results is almost as
' compelling as Rupert Brooke s
work. It's about time someone
other than Messrs. Lennon and
McCartney jangled the British
consciousness on this one. Sur
prizes such as this are dotted all
over the album and may help to
relaunch Pretty Things back into
j the rock mainstream. With
i musicians like Zeppelin and the
: Who encouraging them, they
shouldn't have too hard a time.
"Put It Where You Want It"
The Average White Band
MCA

Another recent re-release is the
Average White Band's first album,
"Show Your Hand" which has been
retitled "Put It Where You Want
It." When this was first around, not
too many people had caught up
with their excellent soul sound.
They are a household word now and
as they have switched labels, it
was obviously opportune to rerelease this very interesting gem.
For a long time, Britain was
sorely lacking in bands which had
more than a thimbleful of soul, so it
was gratifying to see a hot soul act
like AWB whip up some exciting
funky rhythmns which were as
good as anything their brothers
produced in Detroit. To my mind,
this earlier attempt shines over
their second lp,"A.W.B.". though
'Pick Up the Pieces' would win the

"I'm waiting For My Man,' a
thousand times, but this new
recording sounds as strong as ever.
Reed's backing band does it
justice, keeping the tension at
breaking point; unlike the Velvet
Underground, these guys know
how to play.
Then we have 'Vicious' and
'Satellite of Love' two of the best
cuts from "Transformer," As a
journalist-critic
Reed
has
[Toduced some of the most in
teresting descriptions and per
ceptions of modem city life. His
acid pen digs deep into the sinister
and seemy side of this existence,
producing works which are full of
pathos and humor. Who can forget,
"She never lost her head even
when she was giving good head."

from 'Walk On the Wild Side' and
the sneering savagery of "Why
don't you swallow razor blades,"
RCA
Lou Reed has lately been • from'Vicious.'
.
churning out artful albums as fdst'
This live version of 'Walk oh the
as the market will allow and here's Wild Side,' has to be the*triumph of
iiiiother lillle suprise, u live album the album. Lou swishes trium
following closely on the glittering phantly through this saga of
heels of his last live opus, "Rock transverstites, cheap sex and
and Roll Animal." Where- else . endless dppe, adding an air of "piss
could this boy record such a elegance" to this otherwise lurid
venture but in the jungles of New world.'.It is Lou Reed at his all so
York City and "Lou Reed Live" is (•oor.t>est! This decadence even
culled from the same per l)enins to sound inviting.
formances at Howard Stein's
Academy of Music which produced
'Rock and Roll Animal.'
Of the 6 songs, 4 are Reed "Survival of the Fittest"
classics stretching back from his The Headhunters
brilliant "Transformer" days to Arista
the frantic time of the Velvet
The Headhunters are Herbie
Underground. We may have heard

"Lou Reed Live"

Lou Reed

SAN JOAQUIN
COLLEGE OF LAW
announces approval by the
COMMITTEE of BAR EXAMINERS
of the
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
of a full-time, three year day program
of Law study to commence
September 1975
Now accepting applications
First year class enrollment limited
Information and bulletin may be obtained from the
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR
SAN JOAQUIN COLLEGE OF LAW
1717 S. Chestnut Ave. Fresno, Ca. 93702
(209) 251-4322

Hancock's backing band and if you
aren't very siu"e who Herbie is, he
is a musician (who has played with
greats like Miles Davis) who has
subtley changed the face of jazz.
Where as artists such as Ayler,
Coltrane and Sun Ra destroyed the
suffocating rhythm constrictions of
the past, musicians such as the
Headhunters have taken a turn
around adding all the refinements
that a modem recording studio can
offer. In brief they have added
some funky soul to modern jazz.
The basic simple rhythmic
framework which they initally lay
down on many tracks could have
led to a distorted image of their
musical worth, but they always
save themselves by astutely
stepping off into more complex
patterns and their excellence
becomes thus apparent. 'God Make
Me Funky,' is a typical example of
their seductive approach. Building
from a solid drum beat, first a
conga sneaks in, then a fluid,
'funky chicken' guitar and finally a
bass and second guitar. After a few
minutes of expanding this slow
tempo, the vocal enters, closely
followed by a chorus line from the
Pointer Sisters, (as you would
expect only 2 cuts contain any
singing and this is limited to
repeating only one or more lines)
Halfway through Bennie Maupin
zooms off on an elegant sax solo
which dramatically alters the
mood of the piece.
All the compositions are group
efforts and they are all expertly
constructed and executed. In their
blend of soul and jazz, many
diverse African instruments are
employed. 'Mugic' features many
of these percussive instruments
like a hindewhu, berimbaos and a
quica, and 'Rima' extends this
African influence with some
evocative alto flute work catdbing
the earthy flavor and tension of
jungle life.
For devoted fans of Hancock's
productions and other similar
luminaries work, "Survival of the

Fittest," will be a pleasant ad
dition. An ai^ieal to a wider
audience is something else. Jazz
has always assumed a fairly
esoteric stance, but compositions
such as these with a direct in
fluence in mainstream soul, may
help to lure more peoi^e into their
fold.

WORLD
CAMPUS
AFLOAT

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your class
room and the world your
campus . . . combining ac
credited studies with fasci
nating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed
with WCA — join them! Fi
nancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.
WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666

MEN/WOMEN - TECH/NON-TECH

m

NOXIB?
FOR^AN ADVANCED DEGREE IN
A PROFESSION IN HIGH DEJ^D
WHATEVER YOUR PRESENT FIELD
NEEDED:ANY BAOEUDRS DEGREE
MCTIVATIONMATURITY- HIGHGPA

2yRPRpGRAM

MS IN INDUSTRIE ENGINEERING
AT THE UNIVERSITY OFARIZONA

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING IS A DISCIPLINE AC
CESSIBLE TO GRADUATES IN BOTH TECHNICAL AND
NON-TECHNICAL AREAS. IT MAY BE LESS A CHANGE
IN FIELD FOR YOU THAN YOU THINK! FIND OUT!
HEAR OUR STORY, CONSIDER YOUR FUTURE AND THE
JOB SITUATION, AND THEN DECIDE FOR YOURSELF!
THE DEPARTMENT HEAD WILL BE ON CAMPUS FOR
INTERVIEWS ON APRIL 15TH. FOR AN APPOINTMENT
CALL PLACEMENT OFflCE. (887.-6311) RIGHT NOW.

1
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Government Moves To Close Student
Loan Loopholes
(CPS) — In a series of rapid-fire
actions, the US Office of Education
)oe) has launched a blitz against
both student loan defaulters and
negligent schools that encourage
defaults.
In its most recent and wideranging attack, the OE sent to
Congress a bill that would cut all
(X'ivate vocationalschools from the
guaranteed student loan program.
According to Education Com
missioner Terrel Bell, by the end of
fiscal year 1974 almost half of all
loans issued throu^ proprietary
school lenders were defaulted.
The OE reform bill would also
act to prohibit students from
declaring
bankruptcy
on
educational debts either while in
school or during the first five years
of loan repayment. Also eliminated
would be the so-called "defense of
infancy": students could not refuse
to repay a loan by claiming they
were under legal age in their state.
Earlier OE issued guidelines

whidi stated that after February
21, it would no longer reimburse
banks if a school from which it
piu'chased student loans closes in
mid-term and student borrowers
refuse to pay back money for
education not received.
At the same time, OE also
reaffirmed students' right to a
tuition refund if ffiey do not receive
the education they contracted for.
In the first of its actions to cut
defaults, the agency issued
guidelines that would require
colleges in the federal student loan
{X'ogram to set up "fair and
equitable" refund policies and
publish tiiem for students prior to
enrollment. Refunds would have to
be made within 40 days after a
student's withdrawal or the
school's closing.
Under the same relations,
which will go into effect in April
unless amended by Congress, a
school would also have to give
students a complete statement

California Contemplates
Unemployment Benefits
for Students
(CPS) — Full or part-time students
in California may soon be among
the first in the US eligible to apply
for unemployment benefits, if a bill
in the state assembly becomes law.
The new legislation would only
cover students taking accredited
courses. But students who worked
at least six months at a job would
still be eligible for the benefits
even if still enrolled at a college or
university.
Present
laws
concerning
unemplo3mient benefits stipulate
that an individual must be
available for work 24 hours a day.
So according to the interpretations
of most local Employment
Development
Departments
throughout the country, no
students are entitles to what
California Assemblyman Alfi'ed
Siegler called "their legal and

inalienable rights of income."
In introducing his bill, Siegler
noted that many studnets currently
work mornings or afternoons and
take classes in the time available
to them.
"If he (a student) were to lose
that job," stated kegler, "that
would force him to give up classes
to get his unemployment benefits,
which is patently unfair."
Siegler also said that the main
purpose of attending school is
ix-emarily for "job ix-eparation,"
and that working after school is
important for future career work.
Supporters of the bill also believe
that with the large percentage of
unemployed students and. high
costs of attending school, a student
deserves to receive benefits as any
other employee would.

SPAGHEHI MILL
SPAGHEHI MILL SPECIAL

DINNER
REG. $1.95

You get a huge plat* of our very own spaghetti with
MEAT SAjfCE. a mixed salad with salami,
provolone cheese, pbanze beans and your ehoi^ of
dressing, a huge slice of the best garlic bread west of
Naples,/and a delicious soft drink. We also serve,
stf^b ravioir, tortellini, lasagne, giant Godfather
salads, sandwiches, and your favorite beer or wine.

ONE COUPON FEEDS ALL YOUR PARTY
AT THE S1.39 SPECIAL PRICE.

THE

SPAGHETTI Mill

OPEN 11:00 A.M. to 9:30 P.M.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
236 Wect HighloiKd, Son Borrwirdiiio
(Next door to Colonel bonders)

about the institution, its academic
program, faculty and facilities.
In addition, students {X'eparing
for a "particular vocations, trade
or career field" would have to be
given oata concerning the em
ployment picture in their area,
including the average starting
salary and the percentage of the
school's graduates who found jobs
in their vocational area.
A college could also be
suspended from the guaranteed
loan (H'ogram if more than 20 per
cent of its students withdrew or if
more than 60 per cent of its
students received guaranteed
loans during any academic year.
Before termination from the loan
program, however, a school would
be given 30 days to answer the
charges and either show that the
conditions did not have an "ad
verse effort" on its program or
submit a plan to eliminate the
conditions.

Many Great Movies
Scheduled for Spring
Quarter
April 11,1975
April 18,1975
April 26,1975
May 2,1975
May 9,1975
May 16,1975
May 23, 1975
May 30,1975
June 6,1975

FOREIGN FILMS
End of innocence (Spanish) 76 minutes April 12
An Evening of Outstanding Short Films 112 minutes May 3
I am Pablo Neruda (Latin American poet) Engiish narration
Joachim's Dictionary (France)
Boynng! (France)
The Red Baiioon (France)
The Quest For Eldorado (Colombia)
Vienna Carousel (Austria)
A Man and a Woman (French) 102 minutes May 17
Hiroshima Mon Amour (French) 88 minutes May 31
Ail fiims 7 p.m. Lecture Hall, Physical Sciences bidg.
No admission charge
Sponsored by the Foreign Languages Department

Copies of
'Black
Collegian'
Available
The present state of tne econonw
has produced the tightest j(A
market since the thirties. The
unemployment rolls are rising
everyday. This year's Black
graduates find themselves faced
with bleak job prospects and stiff
competition for the few jobs
available. In the 75 job market,
graduates need all the help they
can get.
The March-April issue of THE
BLACK COLLEGIAN Magazine,
The National Magazine For Black
College Studehts, offers help to
beleaguered job hunters. This
sgx'ing issue includes a listing of
over sixty (60) companies that are
actively looking for applicants to
fill job openings. In action there
are foreca^s for future job
openings. Other articles give
valuable and specific tips on how to
land a job especially how to handle
the all important job interview.
In addition the March-April issue
is full of the usual BLACK
COLLEGIAN features such as a
political analysis of the AliForeman fight, interviews with the
popular singing group "The
Spinners" and basketball super
star "Kareem Abdul-Jabbar".
Hiis exciting issue is rounded out
with an indepth Black Paper "Politics: Partic^ate or Perish"
by award winning columnist and
political analyst ^uck Stone.
Copies of this important issue of
THE
BLACK
COLLEGIAN
Magazine are available at your
college Placement Office.

THE LIFE ANDTIMESOF JUDGE ROY BEAN
MIGHTY MOUSE-LAW & ORDER
DAY OF THE JACKAL
THE GREAT CHASE
LAURENCE OF ARABIA
FOREIGN LEGION
SUMMER WISHES WINTER DREAMS
NICKEOLETTE
THE LAST DETAIL
DIAL P FOR PINK
EXECUTIVE ACTION
SHOOTING OF CARIBOU LOU
THE GETAWAY
THE CURE
BUSTER& BILLIE
THECREEPING FLESH
OLIVER
CLIPPETYCLOBBERED

Cal-State Students Will
Represent Kuwait at
Model U,N.
The U. N. is a pretty expensive
proposition — whether it's the
official United Nations or the U. N.
Model Assembly, which students
from Cal State,
Bernardino are
raising funds to attend.
The Cal State delegation will
represent small but strategically
mighty Kuwait at the United
Nations Model Assembly Aik'U 2226 in New York.
This is the second time Cal State
students have taken part in the
national program. They also chose
to represent Kuwait last year.
The Cal State International Club
is raising funds to send the
delegation to New York City. In
addition to seeking contributions,
they are {banning a fund-raising
dinner.
The local students will confer
with the actual Kuwait delegates
on ix-oblems of current importance
before attending the model
assembly along with 1500 others
from colleges throughout the
country.
E^ch school has chosen one
nation to reiresent at meetings
which simulate the workings of the

University of
San Fernando Vaiiey

COLLEGE OF LAW
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Falt-time S-year day program
Part-time day aRS-eveniRg programs
All programs lead to the Juris Doctor Degree ond eligibility for
Coltf ornio Bor exom

Accredlteil frBvisionally-State Bar of Calif.
"Contact Stephanie Rita, Admissions Officer."
S353 Sepulveda Blvd. Sepulveda, Ca. 91343 694-5711

actual international body.
Andrew Butts of San Bernardino,
who attended the 1974 assembly, is
chairman this year. He descries
last year's event as "one of the
most educationally rewarding:
experiences I've ever had."
i
Butts is helping direct some (rf
the areas of study in a political'
science class "International
Organizations," taken by all
representatives to the Model U. N.
Subjects being studied include
world disarmament, multi
national corporations, the status of
women, intemation^ terrorism
and die law of the sea, peace
keeiHng, and raw materials.
Each student must write a term
paper on one area of specialization
in preparation for the trip.
(3hosen to attend the Model U. N.
are John Rogers, George W.i
Lanning, and Steve Somers. all of^
San Bernardino: Joe U^zar.^
Highland; Anne Gwinnet, Sun-'
nymead, and Judith Jones, Loma
Linda.
'
Alternates are John Tuttie,|
Hi^and; and Susan Shepard, San'
Bernardino.
1

On Camous
Recruiters
for April

Thursday, Aix-il 10 - Harris Co.
Monday, April 14 - Monterey
Institute of Foreign Studies S-1713:00-5:00 p.m. Group Session
Tuesday, April 15 - University of'
Arizona, Tucson, M.S. Degrees
Program-I|
Wednesday, April 16 - IntemalJ
Revenue Service
|
Thursday, April 17 - Burroughs]
Corporation, 1:00 - 4:00 p.m.-f-hr
Wednesday, April 30 - Aetna
•Casualty
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Julie Andrews Really Linda Lovelace
Disguise ?
(CPS) — If you think it's hard'to of five members and two students,
tt good movies on your campus, to view all (resentations and block
W problems are probably anything from being shown that
ming con:q)ared to those of di^'t meet the guidelines.
College in Marion, IN.
Marion College is one of seven
the past two months, a school liberal arts colleges affiliatated
nitte has blocked the on- with the Wesleyan Church, which
)us showing of two Grated ai^ints the trustees.
^because they contained scene
In January, "North to Alaska"
aed not approiH'iate for college was rejected by the committee,
'ig. The films were "North to According to Marions Student
i" starring John Wayne and Government President Blair
loroughly Modern Millie" Richey, some of the reasons the
ig Julie Candrews. film
was blocked are: excessive
•ral years ago, the Marion drinking in the movie, a portrayal
lege Trustees, following a on-screen of a man and woman in
irable faculty vote on the bed together, and a shot of John
set down some strict Wayne buttoning up the back of a
les for all films, plays and woman's dress,
itation that were to ai^ear
In February "Thoroughly
npus.
Modern Millie" was rejected. The
tmstees also established the committee came up with a two-al Life Committee, made up page list of objections including

portrayal of an unmarried couple
in bed and "showing of certain
parts of the body. According to
Ritchey, the committee said the
"prurial (sic) level" of the movie
"was not appropriate for a college
campus."
The cancellations aroused some
student fire at first, and the
student government sponsored a
forum at the end of February on
the trustee guidelines.
"After the forum, the students
were more understanding of the
rationale" behind the censorships,
said Ritchey. "We do readily ac
cept Christian standards here," he
said. Ritchey admitted that the
Marion student body has''subsided
into acceptance. . . Being a
Christian college," Richey
stressed, "these standards are
acceptable."

'his Week's Activities
esday, April 8
12:00-2:00 p.m. C-219
1 Innovation Projects
2:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Lc-500
I Faculty Senate Mtg.
jtdnesday, April 9
12:00 noon c.219
|j Eng. Dept.-E.O.P. Mtg.
psday, April 10
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. LC-500
11 Family Law Class
12:00-2:00p.m. C-104
Family Law Luncheon
2:00p.m.-3:30p.m. PS-10
Cent. Ed. Press Conf.
3:30p.m.-5:00p.m. C-104
Board of Councillors Mtg.
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.LC-500
All SistersSelf Defense Mtg.
' iday, April 11
DEADLINE FOR SOFTBALL SIGN UPS
DEADLINE FOR TENNIS DOUBLES SIGN UPS
n:00p.m.-on lC-500
Western Folklore Society Mtg.
5:00 p.m. C-i04
Western Folklore Dinner
Film "Life and Times of
7:30p.m.-10:00p.m. PS-10
Judge Roy Bean"
turday, April 12
9:00a.m. C-104
Western Folklore Breakfast
9:00a.m.-12:00noon LC-27
Upward Bound Workshop
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.LC-500
Western Folklore Society
12:00 noon C-104
Western Folklore Luncheon
1:00 p.m.4:00 p.m. PS-10
Recital Rehearsal
For. Film
7:00p.m.-9j00p.m. PS-IO
"End of Innocence"
nday, April 13
7:30p.m.-10:30p.m. PS-10
Senior Recital-Michael Tachia
nday, April 14
DEADLINE FOR JUNGLE BALL SIGN UPS
StudentAssoc. of Soc. Workers
12:00-1:00 p.m. LC-204
Speaker-Walt Hawkins
"Graduate School for Social Workers
LC-204
"Mr. Wonderful" Prof. Juliau Sumner Miller
Physics Lect. & Demonstration
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. pS-lO
Reception for "Mr. Wonderful"
®P-"^- C-104
RECREATION NIGHT
6:00p.m.-9:00p.m. Gym

PAUL NEWMAM .
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SAN BERNARDINO—With more than W per cent of job opportunities
under social security protection, now Is the time to qualify for summer
work. Asocial security number is required regardless of age.
Students, housewives and others planning on summer work should
apply without delay for a social security number. If they don't have one,
according to Lloyd M. Adams, district manager, they cannot obtain
employment covered by social security.
There Is urgency In registering and approaching the likely employers,
many of whom are now lining up their summer personnel.
"You should apply for your number several weeks before it is needed
for a job covered by social security," Adams said. "Applications must be
screened against central files In Baltimore to make certain that a second
number isn't Issued to the same person. This generally takes several
weeks.
"Persons applying for a social security number the first time may be
asked to prove their age. Identity and citizenship. The social security
number belongs exclusively to the individual and remains the same for
life. A worker builds retirement, disability, survivors and Medicare
protection by work and earnings credited to his-her social security

Aztec
Paintings
and
Writings on
Display
Tlacuilolli; Aztec Writing Tltrough
The Ages

An exhibit entitled "Tlacuilolli",
meaning paintings and writings in
the Nahuatl language spoken by
the ancient Aztecs of Mexico, is on
di^lay on the first floor of the
college libra^ through A^x-il 23.
The exhibit is on loan from the
University of California at Los
Angeles.
The major language of
Mesoamerica is prehispanic times,
Nahutl has survived to this day and
is still spoken by some 800,000
Indians in Mexico. In prehispanic
times, writing and painting were
the same and manuscripts from
this time were pictorial. These
manuscripts were used to keep
records of rituals, histories, land
holdings, geography and natural
history. This sytem of pictorial
writing, using conventional signs
and symbols, did not adapt itself to
the recording of poetry, literature,
and extensive prose documents.
These were committed to memory
and the pictorial documents were
used to illustrate the stories and to
aid the narrator's memory. These
pictorial manuscripts were largely
destroyed by the Inquisition but
others were later made in the
native tradition and facsimiles of
fiiese are included in the exhibit.
In addition, the exhibit includes
accounts from the oral tradition
written down by Spanish priests
using Latin ali^abet.
The exhibit may be viewed
during regular library hours which
are Monday through Thursday, 8
am -10 pm; Friday 8 am - 5 pm;
Saturday 12 noon - 4 pm, and
Sunday, 12:30-9 pm.
EUROPE- ISRAEL- AFRICAORIENT Student flights year
round. CONTACT: ISCA 11687 San
Vicente Blvd. No. 4, L.A. Calif.
90049. TEL: (213) 826-5669, 826-0955
EUROPE Israel and Orient, Low
cost student flights all year
around. A. I.S.T. 1436 S. La
Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, CA.
90211, Ph: (213) 652-2727.
EUROPE-ISRAEL-ORIENT, LOW
COST
STUDENT
FLIGHTS.
CONTACT: AIST (714) 544-9333".
1742 HEATHER AVE., TUSTIN,
CALIF. 92680

number.
Complete information may be obtained from the San Bernardino,
Redlands, Fontana and Victorvllle offices.

A-AAA A A A
GALLO ENGAGES IN DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING, UFW CLAIM
(CPS) — Have you noticed the TV commercial with the humble, shy,
Spanish accentented young women, who urges all to buy her
"Madrla Madria" Sangria wine, made In the Spanish tradition, so she II
no longer have to make commercials?
Well, another ad cover up ha»4J?en undercovered. The woman is Ofeiia
Gallo, an Argentlanian whose husband and uncle, of Italian ancestry,
operates the Gallo wineries of Modesto, Ca.
The United Farm Workers and the AFL-CIO want the government to
ban the commercial.
.....
According to the UFW, the contested commercial gives the impression
that "Madrla Madria" Is turned out by a small family winery run by
Spanish Americans who cannot afford an actress.
,
.
According to a UFW spokesperson, "consumers are bemg taken in by
the ads, especially wine buyers who are trying to avoid Gallo products.
Gallo is trying to circumvent the boycott by putting out products under
different names with different non-existent manufacturers.
A Gallo spokesman says the UFW complaint Is "just another. . .unfounded, ridiculous charge."

WORKING YOUR WAY THROUGH COLLEGE
(CPS) _ Wondering what to do to meet rising tuition, room and mea
costs? Do what one Columbia University coed did — become an actor In a
porno film.
n
It all began last September when pornography producer Carter Stevens
(a stage name) ran an ad In the Columbia Spectator asking for
"liberated, good-looking" women wanting to make "very good money.
The job was a major role in a porno film at $150 a day.
The woman, a PhD English candidate, said she thought It would be
interesting and she was eventually hired by Stevens.
"The film was enormously fun and very interesting," she noted. "The
sex turned out to be a very pleasant surprise. All the people that were
around me were, in a way, very, very supportive."
"I prefer using college students," said producer Stevens. "I've found
that they can handle themselves a little better because they are more
Intelligent. I need people who can follow directions."
But porno films are definitely not for everyone. "People think It's a 24fiour orgy and you get paid to boot. But that's the first thing I try to get
across — that it's very hard work," said Stevens.
"I'm not out to ruin anybody's life," he continued. "When a lady comes
to apply for a film I usually try and freak her out. I figure If they rattle
here they'll rattle on the set.
"A girl will sit down and say she's got no hang-ups and then you start to
question here and you find out she'll only do It missionary every other
Friday night, with the lights out, her boyfriend of thirty years, and
Montovani on the radio."
Meanwhile the New York Post has quoted Industry as saylnp that
dozens of female students are trying to compete with the professional
porn actresses, out-of-work models and call girls for rolesjn the hard core
flicks.
The Post reported that acting in the porn circuit Is a lucrative business:
in one recent hard core flick, the newspaper said, the star was a 20-yearold art student who drew $1000 for just four days of work. Her co-star, also
a college student, made $300 working the same set for just two days, the
Post said.

AAAAAAA
Veterans you might want to keep an eye on bills entitled S.969 In
troduced by Senator Hartke and S.4139 Introduced by Senator Cranston.
Both bills deal with extending the period of G.I. Bill entitlement from 36 to
45 months with no restriction as the the level of training for which en
titlement may be used. About the only difference between the two bills Is
wordage.

AAAAAAA
Financial aid applications are still being accepted for the 1974-75 school
year. Students who are Interested in becoming eligible for participation
in various federal aid programs are Invited to submit an application.
Although a variety of programs exist. It is only necessary to submit one
application. After the application and supportive documents are In, each
applicant will be Interviewed by a financial aid advisor and. If eligible,
awarded the appropriate assistance.
Applications or further Information are available at the F.inanclat Aid
I Office, Student Services building Room 120.

,•
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Applications Available for
A.S.B. Elections
Associated Students California state College, San Bernardino
Spring A. S. Election Schedule

Individuals can petition for the following A. S. Gov. Affairs:
A.S. President
Junior Class
A.S. Vice-President
President
A.S. Secretary
Vice-President
A.S. Treasurer
Treasurer
A.S. Judicial Rep.
Senator( 2)
Senior Class
Sophomore Class
President
President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Secretary
Secretary
Treasurer
Treasurer
Senator(2)
Senator(2)
Petitions available, (ss-I43) April 8
Petitions returned (ss-143), April 15
Candidates Certified, April 16
Candidates General Mtg. (12:00 noon, LC 500, Pawprint interviews,
I^otographs, etc.), April.
Campaigning Begins, April 17
Campaigning Ends, April 29
Campaign Speeches, Commons Patio, 12:00 noon, April 26.
Election - April 30 and May 1
Time: 8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Place: Front of Library
Eligability: Valid Student I.D. card.

ORIENTATION ADVISORS NEEDED
Would you like to help introduce new students to Cal-State? The 1975-76
Oreintation Committee Is now being formed. Students serving on the
committee will help plan and carry out the Orientation programs held at
the beginning of each quarter.
These programs are designed to anticipate and meet the needs of all
new students, but to do this, the committee needs members that reflect
the entire spectrum of the Cal-State student body.
Would you like to be a part of the 1975-76 Orientation Committee? If so
please attend the first planning meeting to be held April 9 from 2:00 p.m.
to 4:00 p.m. in the Student Services Building, room 171, or pick up an
application in the Activities Office, SS-143.

Former servicemen may con
vert Servicemen's Group Life
Insurance to VGLI without
medical examination if ap
plications are received within 120
days of separation. Applications
after that time must include
evidence of good health. This
requirement is waived for veterans
with VA-rated, service connected
disabilities.
Application forms are available
from VA offices and veterans
service organizations. Completed
forms and premiums should be
sent to the office of Servicemen's
Group Life Insurance, 212
Washington St., Newark, New
Jersey 07102.

Continued from page 1

Limit: 15 people
Cost: $8.00 per person (includes
cood, boat & gas)
Registration Dadeline: May 14
Outding Coord.: Joe Long P.E.,
Room 124
LAKE HAVASU ADVENTURE May 23, 24, & 25
1^0 days camping at Lake
Havasu with fishing, swimming,
sailing and water skiing available.
Limit: 10 people
Cost: $8.00 per person (includes
food & boat gas)
Registration Deadline: May 28
Outing Coord.: Joe Long P.E.,
Room 124
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ANNUAL MARCH OF DIMES WALK-A-THON
HELP IS JUST TWO FEET AWAY...YOURS • is the theme of the Fifth
Annual March of Dimes Walk Against Birth Defects.
The 20-mile Walk will begin and end at Ferris Hill Park, San Ber
nardino. Registration will be from 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M.
Students may participate by obtaining sponsors for a minimum pledge
of 10 cents and over for each mile completed. A 10-speed bicycle will be
awarded to the young adult bringing in the most amount of money in the
Walk. All participants will be eligible for a drawing for a 14" black and
white portable T.V.
Sponsor and registration forms may be obtained by calling the AAarch
of Dimes at 886-5205.
PLEASE LEND YOUR FEET TO KIDS WHO NEED A HELPING
HAND.

A A•••••
Loaning out a vacuum cleaner, helping a freshman through the
Registration maze, posting notices, talking to a student who is undecided
about his career goals, locking up buildings, and signing out sports
equipment are some of the basic duties of a House Resource Person — or
H.R. — in Serrano Village at Cal-State, San Bernardino.
The Housing Office invites any current Cal-State sophomores, juniors,
seniors or graduate students who have an interest in helping people and
would enjoy being leaders in a group living situation to apply for H.R.
positions for the school year 1975-76. Serrano Village is composed of six
houses with a maximum of 50 residents in a house, an H.R. being in
charge of each house. Of the six houses, one is all women, one all men,
three are coed, and next fall one house will be an upper-division "quiet
house" with an academic orientation.
Renumerationforthe H.R. position is room and board in an extra-large
single room in the Village, along with a private phone. Further details
about qualifications and job description can be found on the application
form, available until April 11th in the Housing Office, which is in Joshua
House in the Village.

INTRODUCING:
THE LIBRARY VIDEOTAPE SERIES
The Library will sponsor a series of videotape productions during
spring quarter at twelve noon on Wednesdays. They vary in length from
one to two hours. The campus community is invited to attend. Lunches
may be eaten in the facility during the videotape sessions. The schedule
includes the following:
April
^
9 Intoterence (D.W. Griffith) (1 hour)
16 Knife in Waser (2 hours)
23 A Place With No Name (45 minutes)
30 Death of a Salesman ( 2 hours)

AAay

7 Yojimbo (2 hours)
14 Intimate Lighting ( 2 hours)
21 Attica (2 hours)
28 Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1 hour)
June
4 The 39 Steps (Alfred Hitchcock) (IV2 hours)
Running times given are approximate.
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All application materials and more detailed information is available in
the Financial Aid Office Student Services building Room 120.
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It's never too early to start applying for financial aid. Each year
students throughout the state begin filing financial aid applications in
January in order to qualify for scholarships, loans, grants and jobs for the
following school year.
Early applications are the simplest and most efficent way of avoiding
last minute money problems. Students who apply now for the 1975-76
school year are virtually assured of receiving a committment of financial
aid in June or July, if they meet current eligibility r^uirements.
In addition to the various federal programs of student aid the college
has several scholarships available to those students with at least a 3.0
grade average and financial need.
April 15th is the deadline date for those students who wish first priority
for financial aid funds. Scholarship awards are then made in May and
other aid is awarded in June or July.
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A.S.B. president Judi Jones announced that the deadline for accepting
nominations for student representatives to the Standing Committees of
the Faculty Senate has been extended to Friday, 11 April 1975.
While over half of the appointments now have been made, a few
vacancies remain. This will be the last opportunity to nominate students
from your department to serve during the 1975-76 year. If a sufficient
number of nominations have not been received by 11 April, for 1975-76
shall be reduced accordingly.
The central governance structure of this campus is the Faculty Senate.
Students were allowed to actively participate two years ago at the brain
storm level - where the real decisions are made. If there are not enough
applications for student reps filed by 11 April, students will not be in on
their own governing process. Applications available in SS-114 or your
department chairpersons office. Students are requested to apply today!

••••ArA*
NOTICE
AM students who left books to be sold at the ASB Book Co-op should be
sure to pick up either their money or unsold books at the ASB Trailer by
April 25, 1975. After this date they will become the property of the ASB.
OFFICE HOURS: 6:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. dally.

